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It is no secret that the government expectations for schools to provide
a full and varied remote education are high, and this, in turn, raises the
pressure for families to facilitate this at home.
We continue to be amazed and thankful for your efforts in supporting
your child’s home learning. We would like to reassure you that you are
doing a great job, whatever your personal circumstances, and we want
you to know that all of us at Joy Lane recognise how difficult home
learning can be at times.
Whilst we have a duty to ensure all our children are safe and well and
are expected to continue our curriculum delivery, you can access our
remote learning provision flexibly in a way that works for your home
circumstances; this may mean watching the recorded sessions, rather
than joining in the live lessons, or taking a screen-free day to work on
some printed resources.
With this in mind, we have created this guide to support you as you
navigate the hectic, rewarding and sometimes overwhelming life of
remote learning. We would like to share some timesaving tips and
reassurance around our expectations as a school.

Completing your
work...

Choose a way that your child likes to record their
work, but you can vary it every now and then so the
class teacher can see different styles of learning and
presentation. Don’t worry if you only have a piece of
paper to hand!
If you do not have the resources required to support
the learning at home, please get in contact with
your child’s class teacher.

Annotate on Dojo...

Type your work...

Find a piece of paper...

Print the template
provided...

Or Get Creative...

Interpret the task in
your own way...

In school, we promote choice and independence in
the children’s response to their learning. Our children
are very creative and may have lots of ideas about
how they might like to present their work. Or, they
may not be in the mood to do what has been set that
day!
Please be assured that there is no right or wrong way
to present the task - our teachers have commented
on how impressed they are with the different
interpretations of the task!

Video your
answers or
present them...

Or find a different way...

Imperfect is Perfect!

We want to see the children’s errors, misconceptions and editing – just as we would in the
classroom! It does not have to be perfect and
correct before you post it to their Portfolio.
Sometimes, our teachers may give next steps
to improve their work next time – this is our
usual practice in the classroom.

Do something
else...

The days can be long indoors. Why not take a
break and do something that is not on the
Remote Learning Overview? There are so many
learning opportunities to be had when baking,
going for a walk, doing exercise...
Please feel free to upload these photos to your
child’s Dojo Portfolio as their teacher would love
to see what you are all up to - but at the same
time don’t feel you have to!

What do I have to upload
to Dojo?
We have many ways of interacting with your child - live learning, phone calls and
ClassDojo.
We use Dojo Portfolios as a space to upload the children's work as evidence of their
learning, which then helps our teachers to assess understanding and provide next
steps, as well as track engagement.
But, to save you some time, see our handy guide below...
To Dojo...

Or not to Dojo...

Upload any tasks that the teacher has suggested Rather than posting your reading record daily,
or directed in their Dojo posts, recorded
why not post once at the end of the week?
sessions or live lessons.
As an alternative to this, you could post a photo
Upload anything extra that you are proud of and of them enjoying a book or have them present a
want to share!
book review rather than having to remember to
log their reading record daily.
We can track each individual child’s interaction
and progress on EdShed, so you do not need to
log this on Dojo.

